THE TOP REVIEW
PLATFORM NOW
INTEGRATES
WITH THE TOP
TRANSCRIPT
MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM

Case teams can now seamlessly move from the document review
process to preparing for depositions, motions and trial.
With our latest integration, teams may preview Opus 2 transcripts
from within Relativity as well as earmark key documents for use in
the Opus 2 Magnum case analysis platform—where the documents
TM

develop into deposition exhibits and live alongside transcripts, video and
everything that goes into creating the case story. The Magnum cloudbased workspace is shared by every member of the case team and
offers anytime, anywhere access to a single instance of each document,
exhibit and transcript. Sophisticated collaboration tools yield incredible
efficiencies and foster stronger legal arguments.
GREAT THINGS HAPPEN WHEN THE BEST & THE BEST WORK TOGETHER.

INNOVATED BY GRAHAM SMITH-BERNAL, CREATOR OF THE NO. 1 MOST WIDELY-USED LITIGATION SUPPORT SOFTWARE

#1 COLLABORATIVE CLOUD WORKSPACE
CASE ANALYSIS

TRANSCRIPT MANAGEMENT

DEPO & TRIAL PREP

SIMPLIFY THE PROGRESSION FROM
DISCOVERY DOCUMENT TO TRIAL EXHIBIT
Relativity choice fields, document-level tagging and other
metadata is maintained upon import into the Opus 2 Magnum
workspace. Magnum users organize the documents within witness
kits and theme binders to facilitate the questioning of witnesses,
and as documents advance to deposition or trial exhibits, their
labels and dates of admission are logged alongside the original
metadata from Relativity.

DEVELOP THE CASE STORY AND
RETURN TO THE DOCUMENT WELL
As case analysis progresses in Opus 2 Magnum, the
documents are enriched with annotations, note-level issue
tags, and links to related testimony or documents.
The dynamic, side-by-side view of testimony and
referenced documents makes the job of comparing
how multiple witnesses testified to the same
documents and facts a breeze. And as new
case themes are revealed, the team may revert
to Relativity to acquire further documents
that support the new strategies and then resume their
collaborative case analysis in the Opus 2 Magnum workspace.
Opus 2 transcripts may also be previewed within Relativity, enabling
a more symbiotic experience as the case themes evolve.

VISIT OPUS2.COM OR CALL 1-888-960-3117 TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT USING OPUS 2 MAGNUM WITH RELATIVITY.
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